
Exercitium VIII. 9.  Use the correct form of quī-quae-quod determined by clue words in the 
sentence.  REMEMBER:  the antecedent decides ONLY gender and number;  the CASE is 
determined by the pronoun’s use in ITS OWN CLAUSE […].  

 
WRITE THE CHART FIRST: 
 
 SING     PL 
   M  F   N   M  F    N 
 
NOM  quī   ______  _____  _______  _______  _______ who, which 

ACC _____  _____  _____  _______  _______  _______ whom, which 

GEN _____  _____  _____  _______  _______  _______ whose, of which 

DAT _____  _____  _____  _______  _______  _______ to whom, to which 

ABL _____  _____  _____  _______  _______  _______ from/with/by/in  whom/which 

               
Translate ONLY the underlined pronoun! 
 
1. The man [who loves Lydia] is Medus.___________________________ 

2. The woman [who loves Medus] is Lydia._________________________ 

3. The man [whom Lydia loves] is Medus.__________________________ 

4. The woman [whom Medus loves] is Lydia.________________________ 

5. Whose girlfriend is Lydia?_____________________________________ 

6. The man [from whom Lydia receives a ring] is Medus._______________ 

7. The woman [from whom Medus receives a kiss] is Lydia._____________ 

8. The man [to whom Lydia gives a kiss] is Medus.___________________    

 How are the “to whom” in #8 _________and #9 ________different? 
9. The man [to whom Julia runs] is Julius._________________  

10. The ring [which Medus buys] is beautiful._______________________ 

11. The ring [which delights Lydia] hās a jewel.______________________ 

12. The money [which is in Medus’ purse] is Julius’.__________________ 

13. The money [which Medus hās] is Julius’.________________________ 

14. The ōrnāment [which Lydia likes] is a ring._______________________ 

15. The price [which Albinus gives Medus] is too great.________________ 

16. The man [by whom the ring is bought] is Medus.__________________ 

17. The house [in which Julius lives} is large.________________________ 

18. The sack [in which there are apples] is carried by Syrus.____________ 



AND SOME PLURALS 

19. The rings [which are in Albinus’ shop] are pretty.__________________ 

20. The roses [which Julia likes] are in the garden.____________________ 

21. The rings [which Albinus sells] are pretty.________________________ 

22. The women [who have money] buy jewelry.______________________ 

23. The men [who have money] buy jewelry.________________________ 

24. The boys [whom Aemilia loves] are Marcus and Quintus.____________ 

25. The maids [whose mistress is Aemilia] are Syra and Delia.__________ 

26. The slaves [whose master is Julius] are Syrus and Leander._________ 

27. The slaves and maids [to whom Julius gives apples] are happy.  _____ 

                             
            Max 6-7X 
 
        
	  


